
Dublin Up is an Irish-themed video slot game set in an enchanted forest with colourful blooming

�owers. The game features inviting graphics and is centered around Scarlett O' Sparklewish, a fairy.

The combination of free spins and Yggdrasil's Doublemax GEM makes for an exciting slot game. 

The game sparkles with potential, with its 'pop and drop' mechanic creating cascades of wins, and a

multiplier doubling with every drop. During Free Spins, the win multiplier persists between winning

sequences, giving players more excitement. 

With the game riding the crest of the current wave of high volatility games, it will be appealing to core

players seeking big returns. The Irish fairy forest slot theme has also proven popular with players

everywhere.
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Key selling points

Volatile Free Spins feature with huge winning potential.

Pop and drop mechanic meaning every win has the chance of being a big win.

DoubleMax mechanic with the excitement building on every cascade.

Free Spins Gamble allowing the player to risk all for greater rewards.

Lucky Bet option to boost the bonus frequency.

Paylines

25

Default bet size

€1

Default bet range

€0.20 - €100

Default max multiplier

X 20,024
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Global release

JULY 25, 2022

RTP

95.5%

HIT Frequency

28.43%

Volatility

HIGH

Default Max win

€2,002,400



Target demographic

Players seeking higher volatility.

Players looking for the big win.

Traditional slot players.
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Game features

Free Spins Bonus

The Free Spins bonus is triggered by collecting

in the Free Spins Gamble or directly when 5

Bonus Scatter symbols landing or cascade

into view, during the base game. Cascades

proceed in the same way as in the base game.

The Multiplier, however, does not reset during

Free Spins but builds throughout the feature

with each win and cascade.
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Faery Magic

The Faery Magic reel bonus is triggered

randomly following a reel spin in the main

game. The faery animates and casts spells to

eliminate symbols on the reels. This initiates a

cascade that will result in a win.
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Free Spins Gamble

The Free Spins Gamble is triggered by 3 or 4

Bonus Scatter symbols landing in view, or

cascading into view, during the base game.

The player is offered the choice of collecting

their current Free Spins or gambling for more

in an "all or nothing" gamble. Choosing to

gamble results in a pointer spinning. It can

end up pointing to either green or red. Green

is a win and steps the player up to the next

level of Free Spins. Red is a lose and ends the

game round with no Free Spins. A maximum

of 2 gambles can be made when starting with

3 scatter symbols in view. A maximum of 1

gamble is allowed when starting with 4

scatter symbols in view. The gamble ends

when the top level is reached, the player

collects or a lose results.
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Pop and Drop cascade feature

Any win will initiate a "pop and Drop"cascade.

Any symbols involved in a win are removed

from the reels. One or more Wild symbols are

placed in the gaps produced and any

remaining gaps are �lled by existing symbols

dropping from above. Fresh symbols are then

also dropped from above to �ll all remaining

gaps and bring the number of reel symbols in

view back up to 15. For every cascade, a

multiplier doubles in value. This starts at x1 for

the initial win and is applied to the current win

created by the symbols in view on the reels.

Subsequent wins will have a multiplier of x2,

x4, x8, x16 etc. There is no limit to the mulitplier.

The resulting total of all wins obtained during

the cascades are awarded to the player at the

end of the game round. The Multiplier is reset

to x1 at the end of the game round in

preparation for the next game.
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Game rules

Welcome to Dublin Up Doublemax Video Slot featuring cascading reels, a Reel Bonus and a Free

Spins feature.

About The Game

Dublin Up is a Video Slot with 5 reels and three rows incorporating 25 paylines. When 3 or more

identical symbols land on a payline starting from the leftmost reel this will pay. The game features

4 regular high paying symbols, represented by familiar Irish icons and 4 low paying symbols

represented by royal card symbols. There is a Wild symbol which appears in both the base game

and Free Spins which substitutes all regular symbols. There is also a Bonus symbol that awards

Free Spins when 3 or more appear in view in the base game only.

Pop and Drop Cascade feature
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Dublin Up features Cascading wins. Winning symbols are removed from the reels with the gaps

created being �lled by new symbols from above. During each cascade, one or more Wild symbols

is added to the vacated positions before the symbols above drop.

Multipliers

For each cascade, a total multiplier is doubled. The multiplier resets to x1 after any losing spin or

cascade in the basic game. During Free Spins the multiplier does not reset until the end of the Free

Spins feature.

Faery Magic Feature

The Faery Magic reel bonus is triggered randomly following a reel spin in the main game. The faery

animates and casts spells to eliminate symbols on the reels. This initiates a cascade that will result

in a win.
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Free Spins Bonus

When 3 Bonus symbols land in view in the basic game, 7 Free Spins are awarded. 4 Bonus symbols

landing in view award 10 Free Spins. Getting 5 Bonus symbols in view awards 13 Free Spins. The

Multiplier continues to build during the Free Spins Bonus and does not reset until all the Free Spins

have been used up. Free Spins are played with the same bet as the activating spin. It is not possible

to retrigger Free Spins.

Free Spins Gamble

The Free Spins Gamble is triggered by 3 or 4 Bonus Scatter symbols landing in view, or cascading

into view, during the base game. The player is offered the choice of collecting their current Free

Spins or gambling for more in an “all or nothing” gamble. Choosing to gamble results in a pointer

spinning. It can end up pointing to either green or red. Green is a win and steps the player up to

the next level of Free Spins. Red is a lose and ends the game round with no Free Spins. A maximum

of 2 gambles can be made when starting with 3 scatter symbols in view. A maximum of 1 gamble is

allowed when starting with 4 scatter symbols in view. The gamble ends when the top level is

reached, the player collects or a lose results.
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Lucky Bet

There is the option for a player to increase their bet by 25% to double their chance of achieving

Free Spins.

Bonus Buy

By selecting the Bonus Buy button, the player can pay x100 to buy into 7 Free Spins with their

choice of bet size.

How To Play

Press the Spin button to start the game.
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How To Calculate Payline Wins

To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together. To calculate a

single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on the line. If three

or more identical symbols are lined up, �nd the win value in the dynamic Pay Table. There you can

�nd the value for all symbols for 3 in a row,4 in a row and 5 in a row. Only the highest winning

combination per line is paid out.

Game Options

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Pay Table – Find how much each symbol pays out, explanations of the game features, and

information on the paylines.

Game Settings – Change the game speed, sound on/off, and other settings.

Game History – If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your

last 10 game rounds.
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Game Rules – Opens the rules of the game.

Game Panel

Lines Active – Displays the number of lines.

Bet Level – Displays the current bet and accesses panel to change bet.

Spin Button – Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button

transforms into the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

Autoplay (If Available) – Allows the player to access the Autoplay panel to select amount of

autoplays and limits.

Winnings – Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.

Credit – Displays the player’s account balance.

Lucky Bet – Activates/Deactivates the Lucky Bet

Bonus Buy – Opens the Bonus Buy Menu

(Some Features and Options may not be available in your jurisdiction)
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Keyboard Shortcuts

Space Bar – Press the space bar to spin on desktop.

Return To Player

The overall theoretical return to player is 95.50% The maximum recorded win is xxxxxxx and

happened once in xxxxxxxx simulated game rounds

Randomization

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random

number generator.

For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us
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Additional Information

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game

within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from interrupted game will be added

to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance

immediately. In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the

support team of your gaming website.
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Payout

High symbols

5 - €5

4 - €2

3 - €0.80

5 - €3.50

4 - €1.50

3 - €0.60

5 - €2.50

4 - €1

3 - €0.40

5 - €2

4 - €0.60

3 - €0.30

Low symbols

5 - €1.20

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.20

5 - €1.20

4 - €0.40

3 - €0.20

5 - €1

4 - €0.30

3 - €0.10
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5 - €1

4 - €0.30

3 - €0.10
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu (Burger bar) - Allows access to the paytable and game info.A -

Sound - Allows the player to mute the sounds.B -

Credit - Displays the current credit.C -

Win - Displays the win for the current game.D -

Bet - Displays the current bet amount.E -
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Options Panel

Bet Select - Opens a pop-up that allows the player to select their desired bet amount.F -

Autoplay - Allows the player to set an amount of autoplays (Where applicable)G -

Spin Button - Starts the game. When the reels are spinning, the spin button transforms into

the Stop Button.

H -
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Lobby - Allows access to the paytable and game info.A -

Paytable - Allows the player to access the game rules.B -

Rules - Allows access to various game settings such as sound enable/disable and Bet amount.C -

History - Enters the game history.D -

Bet - Allows the player to select their desired bet amount.Closes the options panel.E -

Close - Closes the options panel.F -

All dates and times are shown in Central European Time (CET).
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